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ABSTRACT
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Context: Continuous Software Engineering (CSE) involves a set of
practices that aims at making software development continuous
and integrated to business. However, moving from traditional to
integrated, agile and data-driven software development requires
changes in the organization´s culture, practices and structure,
which may not be easy. Objective: Our focus is to help organizations get an overall view of the CSE practices they perform, identify
where they are in the CSE evolutionary path and which areas should
be improved. Method: We created a diagnosis instrument, called
Zeppelin, to evaluate the adoption of CSE practices and applied
it in five Brazilian software organizations. Results: Zeppelin was
recognized as a useful tool to help organizations have a more comprehensive view of their CSE practices and envision the evolution
and improvement path they can follow. Conclusion: Zeppelin supports software development organizations to get a big picture of
CSE practices and identify their position in the CSE evolution path.
Moreover, it contributes to identify strategies to advance software
development towards a CSE environment.

Characteristics and demands of the modern and digital society have
transformed the software development scenario and presented new
challenges to software developers and engineers, such as the need
for faster deliveries, frequent changes in requirements, lower tolerance to failures, and the need to adapt to contemporary business
models. The adoption of agile practices has allowed organizations
to shorten development cycles and increase customer collaboration.
However, this has not been enough. Continuous actions of planning,
construction, operation, deployment, and evaluation are necessary
to produce products that properly meet customers’ needs, to make
well-informed decisions and identify business opportunities. Thus,
organizations should evolve from traditional to continuous and
data-driven development in a continuous software engineering
approach [3].
Continuous Software Engineering (CSE) consists of a set of practices and tools that support a holistic view of software development with the purpose of making it faster, iterative, integrated,
continuous, and aligned with the business. It understands that the
development process is not a sequence of discrete activities, performed by distinct and disconnected teams. It aims to establish a
continuous flow between software-related activities, taking into
account the entire software life cycle. It is a recent topic that seeks
to transform discrete development practices into more iterative,
flexible and continuous alternatives, keeping the goal of building
and delivering quality products according to established time and
costs [8].
Considering that organizations struggle with the changes to
be made to implement CSE practices, Olsson et al. [18] proposed
the Stairway to Heaven model (StH), which describes the typical
successful evolution path of an organization from traditional to customer data-driven development. The model comprises five stages:
Traditional Development, Agile Organization, Continuous Integration, Continuous Deployment, and R&D as an Innovation System.
Complementarily, Karvonen et al. [14] proposed an extension to StH
by indicating key practices to move from a stage to another. However, these works address StH stages at a high level, not detailing
their practices or supporting to identify at which stage (or stages)
an organization is. This lack of guidance makes it difficult for an
organization to identify at which stage(s) it is, and which practices
it could perform or improve to advance in the CSE evolutionary
path.
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INTRODUCTION
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Some maturity models, such as CMMI [5] and MR-MPS-SW
[6][22] and standards such as ISO/IEC 15504 [11] help organizations improve software processes by defining practices and results
organized into levels. Thus, organizations are evaluated and positioned according to their processes’ maturity and capacity and are
able to improve their processes by aiming at the following levels.
However, these models adopt deterministic and normative software process improvement. In CSE context, organizations need to
be more flexible, encourage innovation and self-organization and
promote sustainable development processes [1][8][18][21]. In this
sense, the StH model provides a simpler and pragmatic view of how
organizations evolve their process towards CSE. Although StH is
organized in five stages, due to the agile and flexible environment,
organizations may perform practices from different stages while
evolving from traditional to continuous and data-driven development [14].
To aid organizations in identifying their position in relation to the
StH stages and planning a path to be followed to achieve continuous
and data-driven development, we propose a diagnosis instrument
called Zeppelin1 . It helps identify the degree of adoption of CSE
practices in each StH stage. This way, organizations can have a
panoramic view of the CSE practices they perform, identify where
they are in the CSE evolutionary path and which areas should be
improved. Thus, it is possible to develop a plan to improve and
advance software development towards CSE. Zeppelin uses StH
[18] as reference model and also considers Continuous* activities
proposed in [8], CSE practices and aspects provided in the Eye
of CSE [12] and CSE processes constituting the CSE framework
(hereafter, called FCSE) proposed in [3].
This paper contributes to the state of the art by consolidating
knowledge from several CSE frameworks ([3], [8], [12], and [18])
and by extending knowledge about StH stages adding to them
practices suggested in these frameworks. It also gives a contribution to the of state of the practice, because Zeppelin can be used
by software engineers to diagnose the adoption of CSE practices
in organizations and, thus, support the definition of strategies to
improve software development.
We have applied Zeppelin in five Brazilian software organizations to evaluate it and understand how CSE practices have been
applied, how these organization are positioned in relation to StH
stages and which areas they should address in improvement actions. The study was performed between September/2020 and February/2021. As results, the study’s participants considered Zeppelin
useful. They agreed that it provided a faithful picture of CSE practices in the organization and that the information provided is useful
to create strategies to evolve software development efforts.
This paper introduces Zeppelin and presents the main results of
its use in those five organizations. It is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the theoretical background; Section 3 introduces Zeppelin; Section 4 presents the study planning, execution, results, and
threats to validity; and Section 5 presents our final considerations
and future work.

1 The

name Zeppelin was chosen because the diagnosis instrument allows viewing an
organization in a panoramic way, as if we were in a zeppelin seeing a city. Besides,
Led Zeppelin band created the Stairway to Heaven song.
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BACKGROUND

CSE involves practices and tools that aim at establishing an endto-end flow between customer demands and the fast delivery of a
product or service. The ‘big picture’ by which this might be achieved
goes beyond agile principles and surfaces a more holistic set of continuous activities [8]. According to Johanssen et al. [12], in CSE, customers are proactive, and users and other stakeholders are involved
in the process, learning from usage data and feedback. Planning
is continuous, so as requirements engineering, which focuses on
features, modularized architecture and design, and fast realization
of changes. Agile practices are employed, including short development cycles, continuous integration of work, continuous delivery
and continuous deployment of releases. It includes version control of code, branching strategies, fast commit, code coverage, and
code reviews. Quality assurance involves automated tests, regular
builds, pull requests, audits, and run-time adaption. Knowledge is
shared and continuous learning happens, capturing decisions and
rationale.
In the last years, some works have addressed CSE processes
and practices. Four of them are particularly relevant to this work:
[3], [8], [12], and [18]. Olsson et al. [18] defined the Stairway to
Heaven model (StH), which describes a five-stage evolution path
organizations follow to successfully move from traditional to customer data-driven software development. In summary, organizations evolving from traditional development start by experimenting
with one or a few agile teams. Once these teams are successful,
agile practices are adopted by the organization, turning it into an
agile organization. As the organization starts showing the benefits of working agile, system integration and verification become
involved and continuous integration is adopted. Once continuous
integration runs internally, lead customers often express an interest
to receive software functionality earlier than through the normal
release cycle. They want continuous deployment of software. The
final stage is R&D as innovation system, when the organization collects data from its customers and uses the installed customer base to
run frequent feature experiments to support customer data-driven
software development.
Fitzgerald and Stol [8] argue that continuous activities go beyond
software engineering activities. They introduce the Continuous*
term, as a set of activities from business, development, operations,
and innovation that provides a holistic view of the software life
cycle. Continuous planning, continuous security, continuous use,
continuous trust, and continuous experimentation are some of the
considered Continuous* activities. They introduce BizDev, analogous to DevOps, but referring to the continuity and alignment
between business strategy and software development.
From interviews performed with CSE practitioners, Johanssen
et al. [12] defined the Eye of CSE, consisting of 33 elements (e.g.,
practices) organized in nine categories. According to the authors,
the Eye of CSE can serve as a checklist for practitioners to tackle
the subject of CSE by incrementally applying CSE elements and
keeping an eye on potential next steps. The proposal differs from
the sequential nature of the StH model [18] as the authors argue
that even if some CSE elements, such as continuous integration and
delivery, require a stepwise introduction, CSE should be approached
from multiple angles simultaneously.
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Barcellos [3] proposes a framework (FCSE) containing a set of
processes to be performed in the CSE context (e.g., agile development, continuous integration, continuous deployment, continuous
software measurement, continuous knowledge management, and
others) and the main relations (information flows and data flows)
between them. Processes suggested in [8], elements from the Eye
of CSE [12] and StH stages were considered to define FCSE [18].
Differently from StH, the framework considers that processes can
be performed simultaneously and gradually.
In the literature, there are several proposals to evaluate software process (e.g., [9], [16], [17], and [7]). However, these works
are not focused on CSE. The study most closely related to our
work was conducted by Karvonen et al. [15]. It introduces the CRUSOE (Continuous inteRdependencies in prodUct-focused SOftware
Engineering) framework, which allows analyzing CSE prerequisites in software-intensive projects (e.g., embedded systems), based
on interdependence among ecosystem, strategy, architecture and
organization dimensions[15]. The prerequisites enable to create
strategies to move a project from traditional product development
to CSE. Different from Zeppelin, CRUSOE uses 14 questions to identify the interdependence among the aforementioned dimensions
and focuses on creating strategies to align business and development using the identified interdependence. In addition, CRUSOE
does not identify at which degree CSE practices are adopted in an
organization. Zeppelin aids in identifying the degree of adoption
of CSE practices in an organization, how it positions in relation
to StH stages and which areas can be improved to advance in the
CSE evolutionary path. Furthermore, Zeppelin provides an analytic
report that summarizes information about CSE practices adoption
and enables to visualize in an easier way strengths and weaknesses
related to StH stages and nine dimensions defined based on [3],
[8], and [12]. In summary, CRUSOE seeks to identify the relationships among business, strategies and architecture dimensions, while
Zeppelin focuses on the adoption degree of CSE practices in an
organization and on providing a holistic view about CSE adoption
in an organization, without concern with the dimensions explored
in CRUSOE.

3

ZEPPELIN: A DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT
FOR CSE

Identifying the CSE practices an organization performs and helping
it advance in the CSE evolutionary path is a complex and costly
activity that involves understanding the organization culture and
analyzing artifacts, processes, tools, people and other elements
present in software development [20]. Aiming to support organizations to get a panoramic view of how far they have evolved CSE
practices and help them identify areas that should be addressed in
improvement actions to implement CSE, we created Zeppelin.
The work followed the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm,
which concerns extending human and organizational capabilities
by creating new and innovative artifacts [10][2]. We used this research approach because the object of study is an artifact in context
— specifically, a diagnosis instrument that identifies CSE practices
adopted in an organization — and its evaluation was performed in
five real organizational environments. DSR is an iterative process
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including three related cycles. In short, in Relevance Cycle, we identified the problem to be addressed, its motivations and requirements
that the proposed artifact should meet to solve the problem. In the
Design Cycle, we developed and evaluated the artifact (i.e., Zeppelin). For reaching Zeppelin current version, we performed four
cycles of design and evaluation activities. In each cycle, the first
author designed Zeppelin, and the second and third authors evaluated it using peer review technique and suggested improvements.
These evaluations aimed at increasing the instrument quality, by
verifying its adherence to CSE and fixing problems that could lead
to misunderstandings. The resulting diagnosis instrument was then
applied in five organizations. In the Rigor Cycle, which refers to
using and generating knowledge, we used knowledge mainly about
CSE, process evaluation and case study. Our main contribution is
Zeppelin, which provides means to understand CSE practices adoption in an organization and identify directions to improve software
development.
Zeppelin has two components: Diagnosis Questionnaire, which
identifies the CSE practices an organization performs and the degree
to which they are adopted; and Analytics Report, which presents consolidated data from the questionnaire answers, showing a panoramic
view of the organization from the CSE perspective and pointing out
possible improvement areas. Next, we provide details about each
component.

3.1

Diagnosis Questionnaire

The Diagnosis Questionnaire consists of an electronic spreadsheet
with eight forms: Context, to provide a brief introduction to CSE;
Instructions, which guides the user on how to fill in the other forms;
Organization, to characterize the organization (e.g., organization
type, size, age, development team size); User, to characterize the
person answering the questionnaire on the organization behalf
(e.g., position, knowledge and experience with CSE practices); and
four forms concerning StH stages and containing in all 76 statements expressing CSE practices: Agile Organization (26 practices),
Continuous Integration (18 practices), Continuous Deployment (19
practices) and R&D as Innovation System (13 practices).
CSE practices were identified based on the literature and (mainly
on [3], [8], [12] and [18]) and on the authors practical experience.
For example, we identified some practices related to process from [3]
and [8] (e.g., Agile Development, Business Alignment, Continuous
Integration, Continuous Deployment, Continuous Software Measurement, Continuous Knowledge Management, Continuous Quality Assurance, among others). Besides being organized in stages,
practices are also associated to categories (called dimensions in
Zeppelin) and elements extracted from the Eye of CSE (e.g., Development, Quality, Software Management, Team, Technical Solution,
Knowledge, Operation, Business, and User/Customer). For example,
the statement “The project team has autonomy to make technical decisions on the project” is related to the Agile Organization stage and
to the Software Management dimension. “Tests run automatically,
periodically, in a test environment, to verify code coverage” is related
to the Continuous Integration stage and to the Development dimension. “The continuous deployment process is automated” relates
to the Continuous Development stage and to the Software Management dimension. “Experiments (e.g., A/B tests) are conducted with
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customers/consumers to improve products.” is associated to the R&D
as Innovation System stage and to the User/Customer dimension.
When applying Zeppelin, for each statement, the user must indicate the level to which the referred CSE practice is adopted in the
organization. This way, besides knowing how many practices have
been adopted, the organization can understand how comprehensive
their adoption has been. The adoption levels were defined based
on [14] and are used to capture the comprehensiveness of each
practice in the organization and help monitor its evolution.
Not Adopted level is used to identify practices the organization
has never used. Abandoned level represents practices that were
discontinued. Based on this information, the software engineer can
investigate barriers that have prevented the referred practice implementation or opportunities to implement it. For example, she/he
might identify that daily meetings were abandoned because the
development team’s members work geographically distributed and
in different time zones. Thus, she/he can consider other methods
to address communication issues. Project/Product level is used to
identify practices not formalized in the organization and used only
in a particular project or product. Process level indicates that the
practice is formally defined (e.g., by means of established procedures, guidelines, business processes, policies) but the team can
decide whether to apply it in a project. Finally, a CSE practice is
said to be Institutionalized when it is formally defined and used
in all projects. Figure 1 shows the form used to evaluate practices
related to the Continuous Integration stage.
Table 1 presents some statements contained in the forms related to the other stages. Due to space limitation, in this paper we
show only a fragment of the Diagnosis Questionnaire. The complete
Diagnosis Questionnaire is available at [13].

3.2
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Table 1: Examples of CSE practices related to StH stages defined in the Diagnosis Questionnaire
Stage of StH

AO.02 Project teams include a product owner
who is responsible for representing the
Customer and actively participates in the
projects.
AO.03 The scope of the project is defined gradually, using the Product Backlog (or equivaAgile Orgalent artifact).
nization
AO.15 The project team has autonomy to make
technical decisions on the project.
AO.17 Good programming practices are adopted
(e.g., collective coding, standardized coding, pair programming, code review, etc.).
CD.01 The main customers/consumers are identified and participate in the development
process, influencing the functionalities
that will be produced and delivered.
CD.02 There is a clear flow of information beContinuous
tween Development and Operation, allowDeployment
ing that new functionality developed to go
live automatically.
CD.16 Data produced in continuous deployment
environments is stored in one (or more)
data repository.

Analytics Report

The Analytics Report is an artifact that imports data from the Diagnosis Questionnaire, consolidates it and provides a panoramic view
(by using tables, charts and text) of CSE practices adoption in the
organization. It focuses on answering three main questions, which
provide different perspectives of CSE practices in the organization:
Q1) How much have CSE practices been adopted at each StH stage?
The answer for this question is a high-level view of the adoption of CSE practices in the organization. Zeppelin provides
a summarized table and a chart, showing the degree of adoption of CSE practices at each StH stage (e.g., an organization
may have achieved 70% of the Agile Organization stage).
Thus, the organization can see how much it addresses practices related to each StH stage. This view allows observing if
the organization is at multiple stages, with different degrees
of adoption. The degree of adoption at each stage (DA) is represented as a percentage and it is established by calculating
the weighted average of the adoption level (AL) of all practices of that stage (i.e., practices 1 to n, where n is the number
of practices related to the stage). Thus, DAstage = (weightALpractice1 +...... + weightALpracticen) / n) * 100). The weights
for the adoption levels vary from 0 (zero) (referring to the
Not Adopted level) to 1.0 (referring to the Institutionalized
level). The answer for this question helps the organization

Statement

R&D
as
Innovation
System

IS.02 Feedbacks (data and opinions) from customers / consumers are continuously and
automatically captured.
IS.05 Feedbacks (data and opinions) from customers / consumers are used for experimentation and innovation.
IS.09 The organization has a clear information flow between the strategic level
and the development area, allowing customer/consumer data to be used in an
aligned way in making technical and business decisions.

find out which stages it has covered, and which ones need
improvements.
Q2) Taking dimensions defined in the Eye of CSE as a reference,
how much have CSE practices been adopted at each StH stage?
Within this perspective, the organization can learn dimensions it has been more (or less) focused on. For example, an
organization could find out that it is doing very well in CSE
practices related to Technical Solution, but it should improve
the ones related to Business.
Q3) Taking elements defined in the Eye of CSE as reference, how
much have CSE practices been adopted at each StH stage? This
question aims at detailing the answer to Q2 by showing the
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Figure 1: Fragment of the Diagnosis Questionnaire with the 18 statements related to Continuous Integration.
elements (related to each dimension) the organization have
developed well and the ones that need improvements. For
example, looking closer at Technical Solution, an organization
could visualize that it reaches 50% of Code Review practices
and 90% of Version Control practices.
With the Analytics Report in hands, one can analyze the organization starting from a higher-level view (Q1), understanding how
CSE practices are distributed and adopted at each StH stage. Then,
he/she can drill-down this view by observing, from a dimension
perspective (Q2), dimensions in which CSE practices have been
more advanced and which ones need more efforts. Finally, this view
can be detailed by the element perspective (Q3), revealing strengths
and weaknesses inside each dimension . An electronic spreadsheet
containing examples of tables and charts provided in the Analytics
Report is available at [13].

4

APPLYING THE DIAGNOSIS INSTRUMENT

In this section, we present the study carried out to evaluate Zeppelin. Section 4.1 presents the study goal, research questions and
participants. Section 4.2 addresses data collection. Section 4.2 regards analysis and interpretation. Last, in Section 4.4, we discuss
study limitations and threats to the validity.

4.1

Study Design

The study goal was to evaluate whether Zeppelin is useful for
organizations to understand their position in relation to CSE practices and envision improvements to evolve software development
towards CSE. Aligned to this goal, two research questions were
defined: (RQ1) Is Zeppelin useful to identify which CSE practices have
been adopted in an organization and provide a panorama about its

position in the CSE evolutionary path? (RQ2) Does Zeppelin help an
organization envision an improvement path to follow?
The study involved five Brazilian organizations (here called Org1
to Org5 for anonymity reasons). Org1 is a startup which provides
a solution for organizations working with industry 4.0. It has five
developers and one tech lead, and has performed CSE practices
since its creation, in 2019. It has a development team composed of
all developers and the tech lead.
Org2 is also a startup and provides solutions for waste management. It has 15 developers and four engineers. It was founded in
2018, and it has performed CSE practices since August/2019. The
developers and engineers are divided in three teams. Each team is
responsible for a product. A single tech lead is responsible for defining technology, software architecture and managing products; one
Requirement Engineer is responsible for requirements elicitation.
Org3 is an organization which develops software for other organizations (i.e., a software house). It has 40 developers, was founded
in 2010, and has performed CSE practices since 2019. Its development team is composed of developers and a tech lead. The tech lead
is responsible for requirements elicitation and project management,
while the developers build the product.
Org4 is a fintech with 40 developers. It was founded in 2000. Each
product has a dedicated development team composed of product
owner, developers, designers, and a customer analyst. Each development team works as a business unity responsible for maintaining
and managing the product financially.
Finally, Org5 is a Brazilian public organization responsible for
supervising the processes of justice. It has 30 developers, building
and maintaining its software. It has performed CSE practices since
2019.
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Table 2: Participants and organizations involved in study.

Participant Role

Organization
Type

Experience
with CSE
practices

P1

Startup

1 to 3 years

Startup

1 to 3 years

Software House

3 to 5 years

Fintech

3 to 5 years

P2
P3
P4
P5

Product Owner
Software Engineering
Head of Software
Engineering
Head of Software
Engineering
Software Engineering

Public Organi1 to 3 years
zation

The study participants were five employees (one of each organization) in charge of managing software development. Here we
called them P1 to P5. P1 is a Product Owner and works at Org1
since it was founded. P2 is a Software Engineer and works at Org2
since its foundation. P3 is a Head of Software Development and
works at Org3 since 2010. P4 is also a Head of Software Development and works at Org4 since 2017. P5 is a Software Developer
(he also performs management activities) and works at Org5 since
2014. Table 2 summarizes information about the participants and
respective organizations.
The procedure adopted in the study consisted of five steps: (i) the
authors sent the Diagnosis Questionnaire to the participants; (ii) the
participants filled in the Diagnosis Questionnaire and sent it back to
the authors; (iii) the first and third authors performed an interview
with the participants to confirm her/his answers and get detailed
information; (iv) the authors created the Analytics Report related
to each organization, with some complementary information, and
sent it to the participants; and, finally (v) the participants filled in a
feedback form to provide their opinion about Zeppelin.

4.2

Study execution and data collection

The study was performed between September/2020 and February/2021, by following the described procedure above. After each
participant filed in the Diagnosis Questionnaire, we performed an
interview. We started with general questions to gather information
about the organization (e.g., age, number of employees, number
of developers and when it started to perform CSE practices) and
interviewee’s knowledge of and experience with CSE practices.
Then, for each statement of the Diagnosis Questionnaire, we asked
the participant to explain how the practice has been adopted in
the organization, so that we could confirm the answer she/he gave
in the questionnaire and obtain additional information to better
understand how the organization works. The participants were told
to feel free to talk as much as they wanted to.
Each interview lasted about 60 minutes and it was divided in
two parts. The first part was used for the interviewee to give more
details about his/her answers to the Diagnosis Questionnaire, confirming (or changing) them, and for the interviewers to get more
information about the organization and how it has performed CSE

practices. In the second part, the interviewers presented some tables and charts automatically generated in a spreadsheet using the
answers to the Diagnosis Questionnaire to provide to the interviewee a panoramic view of the adoption of CSE practices in the
organization and verify if he/she found the view faithful to the
organization reality. These tables and charts were latter used to
create the Analytics Report.
After data validation through the interviews, we elaborated the
Analytics Report and sent it to the participants. The report contained tables and charts related to question Q1-Q3 (see Section 3.2),
information summarizing data from each table/chart, and a conclusion about the adoption of CSE practices in the organization plus a
reflection about possible improvements. An example of Analytics
Report delivered to the participants can be seen at [13]. Next, we
present some extracts of the Analytics Report referring to Org4.
Some perceptions obtained from data provided by the participants
in the Diagnosis Questionnaire and consolidated in the Analytics
Reports are discussed in Section 4.2.
Figure 2 shows the number of practices Org4 adopts. It can be
seen that Org 4 has a good coverage of CSE practices, performing,
with different adoption levels, 72 out of 76 CSE practices, i.e., a rate
of 95%.

Figure 2: Fragment of the Diagnosis Questionnaire
Figure 3 illustrates a table related to Q1 (StH stage perspective).
It shows how many practices related to each StH stage Org4 has
performed and at each adoption level, giving a panoramic view of
the CSE practices distribution. Based on that, the degree of adoption
at each stage is calculated. In the figure, different shades of blue are
used according to the cell value (darker shades are used to highlight
higher values).
As it can be seen, in Org4, most of the practices are performed
at Process (30 CSE practices) and Product/Project level (24 CSE practices). There are also many Institutionalized practices (18). There
are only three Not Adopted practices and one Abandoned practice.
When considering the number of adopted practices and also the
respective levels of adoption, Org 4 reaches a total degree of adoption of 69%. The degree of adoption (69%) is smaller than the rate
of performed CSE practices (95%) illustrated in Figure 3 because
many practices are performed only in the context of some projects
or products instead of in the organization as a whole. By knowing
both, rate of CSE performed practices and degree of adoption, it is
possible better understand how many practices the organization
has adopted and how comprehensive they have been. When looking
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Figure 3: Number of practices adopted in Org4.
at StH stages, we also note a good coverage of CSE practices, but the
adoption degree is higher in the Continuous Deployment (70%) and
R&D as Innovation System (76%) stages (mainly because at these
stages, there are more practices in the higher levels of adoption).
P4 reported that Org4 has an enterprise architecture (e.g., processes, culture, and IT infrastructure) that promotes the agile and
innovation culture and alignment among Business, Development
and Operation. According to him, each development team is selforganized, and it is responsible for building, maintaining one or
more products; the Product Owner is an expert in the product domain; and each development team has a Customer Success Analyst
which is responsible for collecting and analyzing customer feedback
(data and opinion) in order to support product improvement. P4 also
informed that Test A/B was momentarily abandoned, because the
development teams do not have had resources and time to perform
it.
Figure 4 illustrates results related to Q2, showing the adoption
of CSE practices in Org 4 from the dimension perspective. The
degrees of adoption were calculated considering the number of
CSE practices related to each dimension and their level of adoption. As shown in Figure 4, Org4 has a higher degree of adoption
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and Team (81%). Looking at each StH stage, the higher degrees of
adoption refer to practices related to Business (100%) at Agile Organization stage, Technical Solution (75%) at Continuous Integration,
User/Customer (94%) at Continuous Deployment, and Business (92%)
at R&D as Innovation System. Concerning the Technical Solution
category, P4 said that Org4 invested in automating most of the CSE
practices related to the Continuous Integration stage to assure the
quality of the software artifacts. For example, the choice of the reviewer during the code review process is automated and a reviewer
only is indicated when the committed code passes all automated
tests. Otherwise, the CI engine sends a message to the developer reporting code errors. Regarding the CSE practices related to Business
category at R&D as Innovation System, P4 pointed out that Org4
has a data science team that works together with the Customer
Success Analysts to understand the customer feedback data, and
thus, provides information to support decision-making in different
levels of Org4. In Figure 5 shows a radar chart as a complementary
representation of data presented in the table showed in Figure 4.

Figure 5: Adoption of CSE practices at each dimension in
Org4.

Figure 4: Adoption of CSE practices per dimension at each
StH stage and adoption level in Org4.
in CSE practices related to Operation (88%), User/Customer (84%),

As it can be seen in Figure 5, Org4 has focused less on CSE
practices related to Knowledge than to the other dimensions. P4
commented that Org4 is aware that needs to improve practices
related to knowledge, such as knowledge capture, storage and reuse,
and that it intends to adopt new practices in this context. According
to P4, the lack of adequate knowledge management brings problems
to different parts of the software development process.
Figure 6 shows a table related to Q3. It details the dimension
view by presenting the adoption of CSE practices according to the
elements they relate to. By looking at Figure 6, it is possible to
identify the degree of adoption associated to each element. This
helps identify weakness and strengths at a lower level. For example,
in the Team dimension, it is possible to notice that Self-reflection
and discipline is the element with highest degree of adoption (100%)
and represents a strength of Org4. On the other hand, when analyzing the Development dimension, it is noted that Continuous
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Requirements Engineering probably represents a weakness of Org4,
since it has the lowest degree of adoption (50%).
After receiving the Analytics Report, the participants were asked
to share their perceptions about the use of Zeppelin by filling in a
feedback form. The feedback form is composed of nine questions
distributed in three sections. The first section contains six questions that collect data about how useful Zeppelin was to provide
a panoramic view of CSE practices adoption in the organization
and help identify areas to be addressed in improvement actions.
The options of answer follow the Likert Scale. The questions in this
section were the following: (i) Did Zeppelin provide a broad view
of practices related to CSE in your organization? (ii) Did Zeppelin
support to identify aspects your organization needs to improve? (iii)
Did Zeppelin provide a faithful panoramic view of your organization?
(iv) Did Zeppelin help you identify weakness of your organization?
(v) Did Zeppelin help you identify strengths of your organization?
(vi) Was Zeppelin useful for your organization to define strategies to
improve software development?
The second section contains two questions used to capture information to improve Zeppelin: (i) Is there any information of the
diagnosis result that is not in accordance with the reality of the organization or was not captured? (ii) Do you have any additional comment
or suggestion for Zeppelin improvement? If the participant answered
“yes” to any of these questions, he/she was free to provide feedback
using their own words in a text field.
The last section of the feedback form aims to identify which
CSE dimensions the organizations intend to focus on improvement
actions. Our goal was to verify what dimensions the organizations
consider more important to improve, based on data provided in the
Analytics Report. This section contains a single question: Which
dimensions do you consider most important for your organization to
improve in the CSE evolution path?

4.3

Study analysis and interpretation

This section analyses data obtained in the study. First, we make a
general discussion about data provided by the participants in the
Diagnosis Questionnaire. Our goal is to provide an overview of how
CSE practices have been adopted in the studied organizations. Then,
aiming to answer the research questions and improve Zeppelin, we
analyze the participants perceptions about Zeppelin, based on their
answers to the feedback form.
Analyzing the results from the Analytics Reports considering
data from all organizations involved in the study, we noticed that
most of the practices are adopted at Product/Project level (43%) or
are Not Adopted (35%). 13% of the practices are Institutionalized.
8% are adopted at Process level and only 1% were Abandoned. Concerning StH stages, the higher degrees of adoption occur in the
Agile Organization (51%) and Continuous Integration (39%) stages.
Moreover, the higher rates of performed activities also occur in
these same stages (82% at Agile Organization and 71% at Continuous
Integration). These results indicate that most of the organizations
involved in the study have started to perform CSE practices in the
project or product context and did not evolve them enough yet
to reach the organization as a whole. In fact, as argued by Olsson
et al. [18], organizations often start performing CSE practices in
some projects and when they learn how to perform the practices
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and note good results, they evolve to apply CSE practices in the
organizational context.
Regarding dimensions, the higher degrees of adoption occur in
Technical Solution (51%), User/Customer (34%), and Software Management (37%). Considering StH stages, practices related to Software
Management (43%) and Team (41%) have a higher degree of adoption
in Agile Organization stage; Technical Solution (61%) and Software
Management (27%) in Continuous Integration stage; User/Customer
(44%) and Business (30%) in Continuous Deployment, and Business
(28%) and Knowledge (28%) in R&D as Innovation System stage.
These results reveal that in most of the subject organizations involved in the study the first stages of StH (Agile Organization and
Continuous Integration) have been dedicated to developing hard
skills and soft skills needed in the software development process,
while the last stages (Continuous Deployment and R&D as Innovation System) have been used to promote innovation and improve
the product. For example, Org1, Org2, Org3 and Org5 are discovering how to implement or adapt CSE practices (e.g., code review,
automated test, communication, agile culture) in their software
development process, while Org4 has used data obtained from CSE
practices related to Continuous Deployment and R&D as System
Innovation (Business-100% and Continuous Learning-58%) to understand the clients and improve its products.
When comparing results from all the organizations, we noticed
that even organizations of the same type have adopted different CSE
practices, according to their needs and particularities. For example,
although Org1 and Org2 are startups, each of them adopts different
CSE practices. We also noticed that the organization size, age, and
maturity influence the adoption of CSE practices. For example, Org4
is the biggest, oldest and more mature organization of the study,
and its results were better than the ones of the other organizations
(i.e., it adopts more practices and at a higher degree).
To answer the study research questions, we considered the participants’ feedback. Concerning (RQ1) Is Zeppelin useful to identify
which CSE practices have been adopted in an organization and provide a panorama about its position in the CSE evolutionary path?, we
analyzed the answers to the questions of the first section of the feedback form. As result, all participants agreed (80% strongly agreed
and 20% agreed) that Zeppelin provided a comprehensive view of
CSE practices adoption and provided a faithful panoramic view of
their organization. As for (RQ2) Does Zeppelin help an organization
envision an improvement path to follow? All participants agreed (40%
strongly agreed and 60% agreed) that Zeppelin supported them to
identify areas and practices the organization succeeds and the ones
that need to be improved or adopted. They also agreed that the
panorama provided by Zeppelin and the practices contained in the
Diagnosis Questionnaire helps define improvement actions.
When asked to provide comments and suggestions about Zeppelin, participant P3 made a comment that supports the results
related to RQ2: “This evaluation instrument can strategically support the company to understand its current state and envision its
future state”. Other participants (P1 e P2) suggested to reorganize
the statements contained in the Diagnosis Questionnaire to avoid
repetition, since some practices of different stages are very similar
(for example, there are similar statements referring to knowledge
management-related practices in three stages).

Tell me: Am I going to Heaven? A Diagnosis Instrument of Continuous Software Engineering Practices Adoption
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Figure 6: Adoption of CSE practices per element at each StH stage and adoption level in Org4.
The authors asked the participants about dimensions they consider most important to improve in their organizations. We noticed
that the answers were aligned to data provided in the Analytics
Report. Some of the aspects cited by the participants were Knowledge, Software Management, Quality, User/Costumer, Team, Operation and Business. In general, the participants found important
to improve CSE practices that promote: (i) knowledge sharing and
decision rationale capturing at different stages (Knowledge); (ii)
adoption of good management practices to improve agile development, continuous integration and deployment (Software Management); (iii) improvement and automation in tests in different
stages of software development (Quality); involvement of user and
other stakeholders in all development process and learning from
user data and feedback about the products (User/Costumer); (iv)
self-organized, motivated and productive team (Team); (v) logging
and monitoring production activities, and finally, (vi) alignment
between software development, operation and business.
We observed that some dimensions less addressed by the organizations were not cited by the participants, even been pointed
out in the Analytics Report. This, in fact, was expected, because
Zeppelin gives a broad view of the organization, indicating aspects
more and less addressed. However, which aspects will be target of
improvement actions and how much they need to be improved is a

decision to be made by the organization, based on its goals, needs,
characteristics, constraints, etc.
Summing up, the results obtained in the study indicate that Zeppelin provided a panoramic view of the CSE practices adopted in the
organization, from different perspectives, enabling to understand
the organization current state and to plan improvements.

4.4

Threats to validity to study results

The validity of a study denotes the trustworthiness of the results.
Every study has threats that should be addressed as much as possible
and considered together with the results. In this section, we discuss
some threats considering the classification proposed in [19].
Regarding Construct Validity, which is related to the constructs
involved in the study, the main threat concerns the statements used
to identify CSE practices in the Diagnosis Questionnaire, which
can be understood in different ways by different participants. To
minimize this threat, the authors performed interviews with the
participants to validate the answers. This gave us an opportunity to
resolve misunderstandings. Another threat refers to the weights assigned by the authors to the adoption levels (e.g., a practice adopted
at project level has weight 0.5 while an institutionalized practice has
weight 1.0). This directly impacts the degree of adoption calculation.
If different weights are used, the quantitative results presented in
the Analytics Report may be a little different. CSE practices defined
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in the Diagnosis Questionnaire is also a threat. Some practices
may have not been properly covered by it. To minimize this threat,
CSE practices were defined based on four works addressing CSE
processes and practices ([3] [8] [12][18]).
Concerning Internal Validity, which is concerned with the relationship between results and the applied treatment. The main
threat is related to the researchers who conducted study. Two of the
authors conducted the interviews to validate data. Moreover, the
Analytics Reports were also elaborated by the authors. Different
results could be obtained if Zeppelin had been used by the participants without the authors interference. To minimize this threat,
the authors interfered as little as possible and did not influence the
participants’ feedback. Another threat refers to the participants
providing answers not consistent with the organization reality (e.g.,
they could indicate a higher level of adoption for a practice than its
actual level). We minimized this threat by performing interviews to
validate the answers. In the interviews, we asked the participants
to explain how each practice is performed in the organization, so
that we could verify if the indicated level of adoption was correct.
As for External Validity, which is concerned with to what extent
it is possible to generalize results, the main threats in this study are:
(i) researchers participation; (ii) small number of organizations; and
(iii) feedback obtained from only one person of each organization.
Concerning (i), as discussed in the context of internal validity, the
researchers participation may have influenced results. As for (ii),
only five organizations were involved in the study, all of them are
from the same country and most of them are small and founded in
the last years. Regarding (iii), the results are based on the participants’ feedback and, thus, are biased and subjective [4]. Thus, it is
not possible to generalize results for cases different from the ones
considered in the study. Finally, with respect to Reliability Validity,
which refers to what extent data and analysis depend on specific
researcher, the main threat is that data analysis was performed by
the authors. To minimize this threat, analysis was carried out by
two of the authors and reviewed by the other one.
In summary, considering all mentioned threats, we can only
present some insights regarding Zeppelin use and generalization
is limited. Thus, obtained results cannot be considered conclusive,
but preliminary evidence of Zeppelin feasibility and usefulness.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented Zeppelin, a diagnosis instrument that supports
identify CSE practices adopted in an organization and represent
them in the CSE evolutionary path. Zeppelin provides a panoramic
view of CSE practices in the organization, from different perspectives. It was developed based on relevant CSE frameworks, namely
StH [18], Eye of CSE [12], Continuous* [8] and FCSE [3].
Zeppelin was applied in five Brazilian software organizations:
two startups, one software house, one fintech and one public organization. The results indicate that Zeppelin provides a panoramic
overview which describes the current state of the adopted CSE
practices in an organization, supporting to identify weakness and
strengths as well as aiding in decision making about which aspects
should be addressed in improvement actions.
As future works, we plan to perform new studies using Zeppelin.
Moreover, we intend to provide details about the CSE practices
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present in the Diagnosis Questionnaire, to better support organizations to apply Zeppelin without the authors intervention. This
also involves making improvements to automatically generate the
Analytics Report. In addition, we intend to extend Zeppelin to provide a view from the processes perspective, considering processes
present in Continuous* [8] and FCSE [3]. Finally, based on results
of Zeppelin use, we intend to understand how organizations have
implemented CSE practices and evolved in the CSE evolutionary
path defined by the StH model [18].
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